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My Dear Friends

When you make the choice to
search for your own truth, the realm
of the Dreamtime is there for you.
When I worked with Grandmother
in The Woman of Wyrrd, she told
me:
“You have made a bid for power,
even though
you do not know that. Your whole
life has been a journey toward
discovery, a journey toward
wisdom. That is what sets you apart
from other girls, from other people.
But power must come to you. It is a
gift. And for power to come to you,
you must make a place within
yourself for that power to live. It
must have a home within you. Your
fear will keep power away, your
fear of what people might say, your
fear of being revealed as a witch.
You must be very careful, and I
cannot stress this enough. You are
not doing any of this to show off or
take power over people to hurt them
or to control anyone at all, ever.
This teaching is for your own
evolvement as a soul. We are
talking about enlightenment. We are
talking about becoming, one day,
one of the wise ones.

“There is a circle, a council you
might call it, that you cannot see,
that is not part of this world. But it
is part of this world in that it is
connected to you through your
spirit shield. It is a circle that you
belong to, and in this lifetime or
maybe in other lifetimes, you will
find your way back to that circle.
And when you do, you will know
that you have come home. This is a
yearning inside you, a need deep in
your heart. You want to go back to
the people who understanding you.
Those people are the wise ones, the
extraordinary beings that exist on
other levels of consciousness.”

“Oh, Grandmother, I do not know
what you mean, other levels of
consciousness.”
“It is part of the unknowable,”
Grandmother
replied. “It is part of Danu’s world –
the world of the Old One. The other
levels of consciousness have to do
with the higher part of yourself,
that part of yourself that knows all,
the part of yourself that already has
all wisdom, because it is part of
Danu or of God, and God is all

wisdom and knowing. Just know
that there is a circle of old ones that
watches over you, that is calling you
back, and you will find your way
there some day.”

At the heart of any shamanic
practice is the shamanic journey,
where we go into an altered state
of consciousness to journey outside
of space and time in what the
Sisterhood of the Shields calls the
Dreamtime. In these journeys, or
dreams, we retrieve information
from helping spirits who make
themselves available for healing
help and to provide information
that we seek. Any of you today can
use the Dreamtime to get answers
to personal questions, to learn
different healing methods, to help
others in your community, and
even to work on world and global
issues.

Dreaming is a way of having a dialogue
with the divine. From your dreams, you
receive inspiration. Then you manifest
this inspiration in your life, and the
sacred spiral of your existence is set in
motion.
Dreaming is a joyful path to
remembering the knowledge of how to
bring our lives back into a place of
harmony and balance. It helps us to
wake up and inspires our creative
potential, and our lives begin to change
in wonderful, unexpected ways. We just
need to have the desire and an open
heart to this work. Everyone can enter
the Dreamtime and open to the new
dimension of life that the spirits are
waiting to show us.

Journeying into the Dreamtime is an
incredible tool that helps us to
receive healing and guidance in our
lives. With the help of our spirits,
guides, and guardians, we can be
shown the way to create a life filled
with meaning, joy and passion. We
begin to wake up from the spell we
have been under that says we are

only what we seem to be in the
material world, or move deeper
within to discover more about our
Truest Self. We begin to engage in a
dance with life and life’s cycles. We
learn to move from a life of fear and
survival into one in which we thrive.

We are each loved by the universe
and the helping spirits; open your
heart to the love, wisdom and
healing they have to share. In this
way, your change of consciousness
achieved from your work in the
Dreamtime can transform the world
as well.
“One day you will remember the Great
Dream, and the way will become known to
you. You entered into life through the veil
of the Dream because your reason for
being here must be kept secret from you
until you find your way home. You don’t
know who you are, but one fine day you
will remember it. It is like creation looking
for itself. You are in oneness with all life,
though you are not aware of it. You will
awaken from the Dream. Let the Great
Mother rest within your spirit. She is the
universe. She is the womb of all life. She is
the light that shines from your eyes,
illuminating your daily dreams. The

possibilities you dream of will become your
reality.”
[“DREAM” Card, The Power Deck]

The path to awareness and
enlightenment is not an easy one, and
not for the faint of heart. As my books
will attest, my apprenticeship to the
Sisterhood of the Shields has often been
difficult, fraught with struggle, and, to
my way of thinking, peril. I’ve been
asked how I could possibly endure it,
and why they put me through it all.
The simple answer is that struggle is
really the only way we ever learn about
ourselves. I can’t teach you about
yourself by standing at a podium and
lecturing. And I especially can’t teach
you how to find trust, to honor your
own personal truth in life by giving you
information and testing your
knowledge. I can’t give you your own
answers.

The only way to learn about your
higher consciousness is through
personal experience. You move past
having a mental knowledge of the
facts of something into owning it
through applying what I or any
other teachers say to your
experiences of your own life to then
see what holds true and sacred for
you. That is why each year I offer
our Joshua Tree (JT) Gathering to all
of you.
Our Joshua Tree Gathering this year
is entitled Medicine Woman
Visions: Dreaming with Your Spirit
Council and we are Bringing Back
the Magic!

These three days give you an opportunity to step
away from the demands of your everyday life,
and hear your own inner voice. This voice of
wisdom and spirit within you gets drowned out
by the distractions and clamor of modern living. It
is a voice that you may have glimpsed in rare
moments, but don’t really understand how to
access. This is the voice that you can access
through the work you do in the Dreamtime. At JT,
we work very hard to give you the space and
opportunity to hear the voice of inner, personal
truth with which we are all born into this world.

JT is an experiential way of learning,
a way to learn more about your
reason for living, your relationship
with the divine within you. This year
we will talk with the great masters
and women of power who have
been with you, awaiting their
opportunity to share their wisdom
with you.
You have embarked on a path of
power, actively seeking your own
answers, and dedicated to not just
learning about but also
experiencing higher consciousness.
Together, at JT, we will move deeply
into shamanic journeying to meet
and work with some of your Spirit
Guardians and Guides you may not
already know who love you and are
always with you. Surprise yourself
with the power of your own gifts!
Through meditation and guided
visualization, you will journey into
the realms of consciousness, sit in
ceremony with members of your
Spirit Council that you meet, and
honor them with sacred artwork.
We come together in joyous
ceremony as together we celebrate
this wondrous event.

The Sisterhood of the Shields and I have created this
event as an experiential offering in which you can stretch
and strengthen your Dream Body, using Dreaming to rewrite your own life story.As you deepen your shamanistic
skills, you create a life of magic, mystery, love and
power. You nurture your soul by strengthening your
connection to your Spirit Council.
Prepare to be lifted to new heights of consciousness
and most importantly feel your heart and entire being
expand with unbelievable Joy.

By joining us in this retreat from our daily lives, you spend three incredible
days on sacred ground, surrounded by women and men of like mind,
dreaming with the Guardians and Guides and Spirits who wish to speak with
you. Each of you is so precious to me. I do hope you’ll join us!
In Spirit,
Lynn Andrews

Join Lynn Andrews for three magical days
and Awaken Your Dream Body in New Ways!!
Did you know there are dreamers from all dimensions of this universe? All
sentient beings dream. We human earth dreamers are
partners with other dreaming beings. In this JT, you will meet some of these
partners, members of your Spirit Council. We are all dreaming together, and
we each dream with our Spirit Council. We are all creating the Great Dream,
the universal consensus. We all meet in dreamtime on the dimension of
truth. Together, we are co-creating the potentials that exist within the laws
of truth. The Universe simultaneously feeds us dream information and
receives our dreams. That is how we move into the second lesson of power:
that we are all one, a part of the wholeness of the universe.

When we enter the Dreamtime, either in our night
dreams or intentionally as we do at these
gatherings, we join other dreamers, both of this
planet and of the cosmos. We create a tapestry of
possibility and a consensus for reality. This
consensus is the unseen pattern ultimately
governing form. This pattern is not dis-similar to
the universal matrix of luminous fibers.

In order to prepare you for the
depth of dreaming you will wish to
achieve at this gathering, I am
giving each of you who registers a
free gift of my online course entitled
“Strengthening Your Dream Body.”
This course (a $260.00 value) will
help you to begin “strength
training” your dream body, getting
your dreaming muscles in shape to
allow you to receive the most from
our work together at JT. It is my
wish, along with all the members of
the Sisterhood of the Shields, that
you get the most you can from all
we have planned for you this year.

Remember the magic and mystery
of JT’s from past years?? – It is
back, and I have so many wonderful
surprises for you! We are Bringing
Back the Magic in order to make
this gathering a truly mystical and
meaningful experience for you. I do
so hope you’ll join us!

Register Here Now!

“The writer’s soul is where my passion and
curiosity live.”
The Sisterhood of the Shields and I chose this portal for those of
you who feel compelled to write, to be authentic, to express the
voice of your creativity. The gateway is still open! The school is
crafted with shamanic energy,
choreographed to move you “into and out” of yourself
using writing as your tool for divination and discovery.
It is not about how you write, or what you write, it is about
finding your Writing Spirit, your creative soul, that matters.
Living in the joy of your original nature!
Register Now at:

www.lynnandrews.com

The study of shamanism is about
learning to go into your own physical,
emotional, mental and spiritual self
and listen to the voice of sacred spirit
as it speaks directly to you.
You discover how to move into the
flow of the universe, letting go of the
barriers to perception that are so
much a part of the social conditioning
of our modern world. That is why I
have dedicated my life to this path, to
healing Mother Earth, healing the
mind and heart through the ancient
practices of the shaman, the medicine
women, the mystics who know that
we must retrieve the ways of the
Ancients before it is too late. What
did they know that enabled them to
live successfully on this Earth for so
very, very long … that we have
forgotten in such a short span of
time?

This work is mystical and life
changing. As you go through the
stages of shamanic training, you find
that you develop a powerful and very
individual point of view that is based
on what is real and knowable to you.
Gone are the days of being blown
about like a tumble weed by what
someone else determines life should
be all about. You move out of chaos

and stand firmly in the center of your
own Circle of Truth and Knowing.
Sign up today! A wonderful
journey awaits you!

http://lynnandrews.com/

COMING IN SEPTEMBER!!!
Pre-Order today on Amazon!

by Lynn V. Andrews
with Robert Taylor
From the bestselling author of The Power Deck, Lynn V. Andrews returns
with an advanced, gorgeously rendered deck of oracle cards for the modern
world.
Lynn V. Andrews has been helping her students heal, build self-confidence,
and claim their power for over a quarter of a century. After years of pleas
from her fans, Lynn has finally created a new deck: Sacred Vision Oracle
Cards. This deck will take you on the next step toward finding balance in
life. Each card includes an image of a painting by noted Native American
artist Robert Taylor that embodies the prayer written on the opposite side that
will awaken a vision or wisdom within you to help you achieve your own
truth and harmony with life.
You can pre-order your copy of this beautiful new deck of cards and
accompanying book on Amazon.com. today! It’s not too early to think
about Christmas gifts, and certainly you want your own copy as soon as it is
released!

I am so excited to once again share with you a FREE event thatI am
going to be a part of:
The Guardian GatewaySpirit Animal Telesummit.
http://www.mcssl.com/app/?Clk=5575453
This Spirit Animal Telesummit is being offered as a free event designed
to show you how to create powerful, ongoing relationships with
Animal Spirit Guides in all their forms.
Twenty (20) teachers are coming together April 24 through May 5 for
two one-hour calls every weekday. There's no cost to attend, and
even if you can't attend the talks live, you'll get access to each
replay for 48 hours.
My friend Kim Wilborn will be interviewing me, along with several other
wonderful teachers who will show you practical ways to connect
with your personal Spirit Animal Allies for guidance, healing,
and empowerment.
Each call will be like a mini-class, complete with lecture and guided
meditations!
You’ll be able to listen to live calls online, by phone, or on your mobile
device and additional free 48-hour period for replays will allow you to
listen at your convenience. (Low-priced recordings are also available to
make it even easier!)
Join us and experience and delve into the realm of your possibilities:
Here are some of the other Featured teachers …
~ Sandra Ingerman - We Thrive When We Connect with our Power Animal
Allies
~ Dr. Steven Farmer - Discover and Connect with Your Animal Spirit Guide
~ Dawn Dancing Otter - Know Your Animal Allies to Know Yourself

~ Angela Prider – Sacred Guidance and Healing from the Feathered Tribe
~ Dr. Cara Gubbins - Animal Spirit Guides: Creating Powerful, Practical
Relationships
~ Carla Meeske - Family Power Animals- for You and Your Close Animal
Companions
~ Dani Ehlenfeldt - Your Totem, the symbol of your soul group and the
beginning of your journey to make your heart sing!
~ Janet Roper - Enhancing Your Relationship with Spirit Animals
~ Jeanna Billings - Honoring Your Animal Ally
~ Lupa - Bioregional Totems: Connect With the Totems of Your Land
~ Nicki Scully - Totem Allies for Healing and Co-Creation
~ Raven Many Voices - Raven - The Bringer of Light to Your Life
~ Rose De Dan - Storytelling and Wisdom of the Buffalo Elders with Shamanic
Journey
~ Skye Alexander - Developing Your Relationship with Spirit Animals
~ Kim Wilborn – Welcoming Animal Spirit Guides into Your Life
I hope you will be my guest for this life-changing event!
The telesummit will take place April 24 through May 5. I'll be talking
with Kim on [your date here] about [your presentation title here]
If you would like learn how connecting with your Spirit Animal Allies can
help you know your true self, access the healing and power you need
and live your Soul Purpose with more joy and aliveness, register here
today http://www.mcssl.com/app/?Clk=5575453
for the FREE Guardian Gateway Spirit Animal Telesummit.

I look forward to “seeing” you there.
In Spirit,

Lynn
Lynn Andrews Productions
www.lynnandrews.com
Follow Me On Facebook Here

